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About the middle of October, 1907, I chanced to note that

some of the Planaria siinplississiiua in one of my aquaria had

developed egg capsules.

I immediately transferred a number of flatworms, including

those that had already formed capsules, and a few that had not

as yet developed them, to a small aquarium on my desk. While

examining one of the planarians and its capsule under the micro-

scope, I saw the movements connected with the extrusion of the

capsule.

When first observed, the capsule lay lengthwise of the body

in the position indicated in Fig. i.

Presently the capsule was turned by the movement of the body

of the worm until it occupied a position as indicated in Fig. 2,

Fig. I. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

then slowly came to the position indicated by F'ig. 3, that is, at

right angles to the longitudinal axis of the body.

This change in position necessarily increased the size of the

cavity in which the capsule lay, lacerating the tissue and permit-

ting easy egress.
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The planarian then moved slowly forward, the capsule passing

along through its body and out at the dorsal caudad region.

The rotation of the capsule in the body of the animal apparently

aided in breaking the wall of the cavity in which the capsule lay,

for there seemed to be no difficulty in the passage through the

posterior portion of the body and out near the tail (Fig. 4).

The entire process of extrusion occupied only about thirty

minutes.

The next day the wound where the capsule had originally lain

was partly closed by contraction of the surrounding tissue, and

the wound in the tail region made at the escape of the capsule

was obliterated almost entirely.

I was interested to see if the same planarian forms more than
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one egg capsule, so isolated the animal I had been observing,

and examined it several times each day.

In a week complete regeneration was effected. At the end of

twenty days from the time I had seen the first capsule, another

appeared, evidently formed during the night, and I had the good

fortune to observe its extrusion also. The movements were the

same as before observed, except that the capsule was extruded

on the right side of the body this time.

Other planarians bearing capsules were observed, and in all

cases the capsule was rotated immediately before the extrusion

The individual described previously, at the end of about three

weeks more, extruded a third capsule.

Kept in a small vial on my desk for two months after this

extrusion, the planarian formed no more capsules.
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The winter egg capsule of Platiaria simplississima is a dark

brown, elongated object, with a horny covering. It bears nothing

so far as I could discover that would aid in holding it fast.

Several capsules were opened carefully by means of sharp needles

and the contents examined. There were perhaps a score of eggs

and many nutritive cells.

Summary.

1. Planaria shnplississima produces winter eggs.

2. A single individual may develop three or more capsules

during the winter,

3. Complete regeneration of tissue lacerated at the extrusion

of the &gg capsule is effected in about one week.

4. About three weeks elapse between two successive extrusions.


